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What Next?
Many have been wondering if the correction is over or will it turn into something more
serious. Reactions to increased volatility are mixed but some investors still appear to be
“post traumatic” from the Financial Crisis. Others see small pullbacks as an opportunity to
buy. Corrections are painful but normal and we think it is better to navigate them with
selective investment changes than wholesale market timing. At present we do not see an
oncoming bear market.
A well know economic research firm, The Bank Credit Analyst, recently reviewed four
factors in their Special Report that they believe have some predictive power regarding bear
markets.
1.

Monetary conditions

2.

Valuation

3.

The economic outlook

4.

Technical indicators

In the report they discussed the historical value of
the factors and whether each indicated
Bearishness, Bullishness or Neutrality. BCA’s
conclusions on All of these factors as of the 24th
of January 2014 were either positive or neutral. In
th
their follow-up report on January 30 they stated:

“While the medium-term upside for equities is
limited, so is the downside. Only a recession would trigger another major stock market bust.
Fortunately, the sort of imbalances in the real economy that typically precede economic
contractions are largely absent now.”
History could be different this time due to an extended period of Monetary Stimulus that
many believe helped investments more than the economy itself. The real test is ahead of us
as to whether the economy, which has lagged the performance of the market, will march
forward from here.
Clearly unemployment is the big issue and a well watched measure for pundits. At present
most companies are more economically stable and have increased hiring and capital
spending to some degree. The FED appears to have recognized this improvement in their
decision to taper monetary stimulus. According to Capital Economics’ review of the FED
comments they said: “It (the FED) notes that economic growth had ‘picked up in recent
quarters’ and that consumption and business investment had ‘advanced more quickly in
recent months.’ The FOMC was also willing to assert more definitely that the fiscal drag "is"
diminishing, whereas back in December it was only willing to say it "may be" diminishing.”
The real question is: Will the Market celebrate the economy’s ability to go on its own or
punish investors due to withdrawn stimulus?

Robert Doll, Nuveen Investments
Weekly Commentary
Tailwinds Propel Equities Past NearTerm Weakness
Another batch of weaker-than-expected U.S.
economic data did not accelerate concerns
about a slowdown in U.S. recovery
momentum that had been hanging over the
market since 2014 began. The weather
impact, which is not only difficult to quantify
but also expected to remain a near-term
drag, was considered to be the main source
of the soft data. New Federal Reserve Chair
Janet Yellen’s emphasis on continuity of
monetary policy was widely expected, yet
particularly well-received. In addition, the
House and Senate both passed a clean debt
ceiling bill this week. A pickup in sentiment
surrounding China was one of the higher
profile tailwinds for global markets last
week, and the ongoing recovery in Europe
was also cited as supportive.

Weekly Top Themes

1. Retail sales missed expectations in
2
January, falling 0.4%. We believe
unusual weather patterns are probably
suppressing the data. On the other
hand, leading indicators such as the
Fed’s senior loan survey and various
indexes of financial and monetary
conditions have shown no notable
In notes released from FED Chair Janet Yellen said the FOMC "will likely reduce the pace of
deterioration early in 2014. When
asset purchases in further measured steps at future meetings."
weather returns to normal, energy
prices should decline and boost the
FED actions aside, our economy faces the headwinds of slow growth as well as
unemployment worries. Companies are healthy with profit margins at high levels, stable
spring retail selling season.

financial conditions and a decent outlook for growth, but regulation, health care costs and
uncertainties affecting the consumer market are a concern.

So far 2014 the stock market’s reaction has been more cautious than last year, falling
slightly over 6% before rallying back recently. Increased volatility expressed in larger daily
market moves may spook some investors but create opportunities for others. According to
the well published James Paulsen, the Minneapolis-based chief investment strategist at
Wells Capital Management, “Every time it goes down you always wonder, ‘What the heck? Is
it going to stop?’ I like buying on this fear of a crisis in the emerging world.” The question
remains as to whether the drop will entice the “left behind” investors to chase the bull.
Over the last six months we have trimmed what we considered overvalued stock positions
ending the year with a larger cash position than earlier in the year. Fortunately the sales did
not hamper our performance too much. The excess cash we have built up has been and
will be used to buy attractively priced stocks with solid financial strength and growing
dividends. Already we have used the volatility in the market to re-deploy some cash into
stocks made attractive in the sell-off.
We hope that nimbleness will pay off this year as likely the market will be a more volatile
place.

Jim Tillar, CFA

Steve Wenstrup

2. Janet Yellen’s first official testimony
pleased the markets and was
interpreted as continuity. The more
informative Fed speech may have come
from Federal Reserve Bank Philadelphia
President Charles Plosser. He called the
weather
in
January
“unusually
disruptive,” suggesting that it may take
several more months of data to get a
clear read on the economy.
3. The fiscal deficit has been reduced to
just over 3% of GDP from more than
3
10% four years ago. Reasons for the
improvement include the steady
economic recovery despite various
headwinds,
including
the
2013
sequester, higher tax rates and the
gridlock in Congress that has effectively
frozen federal spending over the last
four years.
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